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Abstract 

It is demonstrated that the recently introduced semantic intelligence sponta-
neously maintains bounded logical and quantal error on each and every se-
mantic trajectory, unlike its algorithmic counterpart which is not able to. This 
result verifies the conclusion about the assignment of equal evolutionary val-
ue to the motion on the set of all the semantic trajectories sharing the same 
homeostatic pattern. The evolutionary value of permanent and spontaneous 
maintenance of boundedness of logical and quantal error on each and every 
semantic trajectory is to make available spontaneous maintenance of the no-
tion of a kind intact in the long run. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the major apprehensions of any theory of general intelligence is whether 
it is ever possible to create a type of intelligence that spontaneously maintains 
logical and quantal errors permanently bounded. The question is provoked by 
the opposition between our human intelligence on the one hand and on the oth-
er hand, the rapidly developing in the recent decades' algorithmic intelligence 
which serves as grounds for modern-day computers and as grounds for the cur-
rent comprehension of artificial intelligence. 

Human intelligence is executed by means of natural processes and is orga-
nized in a variety of individual responses. The persistence of the latter organiza-
tion prompts to suggest that in the long run, all individual responses share the 
same evolutionary value. 
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At the same time, the algorithmic intelligence, artificially designed and artifi-
cially maintained, is not able to keep boundedness of logical and quantal error in 
the long run in all three of its realizations, namely: deterministic, probabilistic, 
and mixed one. In the next section, it is considered in detail why each of the 
above types of algorithmic intelligence exhibits ill-definiteness of logical errors 
which result in their unrestrained accumulation in a long run regardless of how 
small quantal errors are maintained. The lack of restraint over logical error 
renders the fundamental task for the design and maintenance of algorithmic in-
telligence to be establishing the best relation between structure and functionality 
under the supervision of the “survival of the fittest” paradigm. 

Semantic intelligence is a new form of intelligence that naturally arises in the 
frame of the recently introduced concept of boundedness [1]. It is fundamentally 
different from the algorithmic intelligence both in the means of its physical rea-
lization and in the mathematical background. This culminates in the most pro-
nounced difference between them: the semantic intelligence acquires the prop-
erty of autonomous creation and comprehension of information while its algo-
rithmic counterpart needs external mind (that is our human mind) to create an 
algorithm and to comprehend the output. 

Semantic intelligence is executed spontaneously by natural non-linear and 
non-homogeneous physico-chemical processes subject to a general operational 
protocol that keeps the boundedness intact. To compare, the algorithmic intelli-
gence is executed by means of artificially designed and artificially maintained li-
near processes. Thus, the physical realization of the semantic intelligence by 
means of spontaneously executed natural physico-chemical processes renders 
similarity to human intelligence which, to remind, is also executed by means of 
spontaneous natural processes. 

The fundamental importance of maintenance of the linearity of all local 
processes for algorithmic intelligence consists of the fact that it provides holding 
of the parallelogram summation rule at each and every moment and throughout 
the entire hardware. In turn, the latter keeps the computing process free from 
local distortions which, it happens, would appear as unrestrained local errors. 
Consequently, the artificially maintained linearity provides the re-occurrence of 
any output of each and every algorithm on the re-occurrence of the same input. 
However, as proven in Section 2, the reproducibility of the outcome is inevitably 
accompanied by the reproducibility of once produced large enough logical error. 

The reproducibility of semantic computing is provided by the major outcome 
of the general operational protocol which keeps boundedness intact [1] [2]. It 
consists of the fact that the functional metrics are kept permanently Euclidean 
regardless of what the underlying spatio-temporal metrics of the computing sys-
tem are. The Euclidean of the functional metrics provides not only the unifor-
mity of “units” throughout the entire hardware and at each and every step of 
computation but it serves also as a crucial ingredient for holding the central for 
the entire theory of boundedness theorem, proven by the author, and called by 
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her decomposition theorem. It proves that any bounded irregular sequence, 
(BIS) subject to permanent boundedness of rates of exchanging matter/energy/ 
information with current environment and self-sustaining permanent bounded-
ness of the amplitudes of the corresponding terms, shares the property that the 
power spectrum of each and every such BIS is additively decomposed to a spe-
cific discrete pattern called homeostasis and a continuous component, called 
noise one, whose shape is universal. The crucial property is that the specific 
properties of any homeostatic pattern and the shape of the noise component are 
insensitive to the details of the statistics of the members of any sequence. As 
considered in our previous paper [2] the causal relations are concentrated in the 
discrete pattern while the noise component comprises no information content, 
although it commences from well-defined local physicochemical processes and 
thus it serves as a reservoir for providing an adequate current local response in 
an ever-changing environment. An immediate outcome of the decomposition 
theorem is that it provides reproducibility of established causal relations set in 
an ever-changing non-uniform environment let alone the latter is bounded. 

It should be stressed that the major difference in the mathematical back-
ground between semantic and algorithmic intelligence lies in holding of the de-
composition theorem for the former while the algorithmic intelligence is subject 
to the Central Limit Theorem. It is worth noting that the subjects of both theo-
rems have no common cross-section since, while the subject of the Central Limit 
theorem is independent random variables (yet not bounded), the subject of the 
decomposition theorem is bounded irregular variables (yet not independent). 

Consequently, the fundamentally different physico-chemical and mathemati-
cal background of the semantic intelligence and its algorithmic counterpart 
prompts the anticipation of completely different outcomes one of which is sub-
ject to the present paper. 

To continue, let us mention that the insensitivity of the specific properties of 
any set of causal relations to the details of current environment, obtained by the 
decomposition theorem, comes at a price: obviously, it is available only under 
the general condition that both the logical and the quantal error are kept per-
manently bounded on each and every semantic trajectory. The proof of this as-
sertion constitutes the major goal of the present paper. It is worth noting that an 
immediate consequence of the affirmation of that claim renders the semantic 
intelligence to share the property of the human intelligence of assigning equal 
evolutionary value to the variety of all the individual responses in a long run. It 
should be stressed on the difference with the “survival of the fittest” paradigm: 
the latter is available in a constant non-uniform environment while the semantic 
computing operates in a rapidly and permanently changing non-uniform envi-
ronment. The latter result is obvious since no long-term preference on any of 
semantic trajectories is available in an ever-changing non-uniform environment 
whilst a constant environment renders differences among different individuals 
to grow in the long run. 
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The following immediate outcome of the concept of boundedness makes the 
puzzle most intriguing: the central assertion of the concept of boundedness is 
that only bounded amount of matter and energy, specific to any local process, is 
involved; in turn, this implies that the precision of the semantic computing is 
bounded both from below and from above. This is because the computation of 
each and every number involves energy and matter proportional to the number 
of defining digits and thus it is available only for those values which belong to 
specific bounded margins of each and every semantic hardware. Thus, the origin 
of permanent boundedness for the quantal error from above is evident. Yet, the 
question of how the interplay between logical and quantal error is organized so 
that the limited form below the precision of semantic computing does not acce-
lerate the logical error remains; it will be considered in Section 3. 

2. Unrestrained Logical and Quantal Error  
at Algorithmic Intelligence 

The major goal of the present section is to consider in detail why the algorithmic 
intelligence is not able to maintain the logical error bounded even though the 
quantal error is kept very small. At first, the case of deterministic algorithms 
comes: 

1) Deterministic algorithms are artificially designed, specific to each case, se-
quences of logical steps. The verification of each logical step is provided by a 
positive answer to a cleverly enough posed question specially constructed for the 
purpose. In turn, the logic of the algorithms is represented by acyclic directed 
graphs where the computing is represented as a trajectory connecting an input 
and the corresponding output following the steps prescribed by a given algo-
rithm. However, a generic property of algorithms is to comprise at least one step 
of logical operation “IF”. The latter could change drastically the course of a cur-
rent trajectory by means of causing “jumps” to distant “branches” of the graph. 
The hazardous moment is that such deviations can be a result not only by the 
prescription of the corresponding algorithm (desired outcome) but to result in 
an unrestrained error due to finiteness of the precision (misleading outcome). 
To make it clear, let us present the most pronounced example: the computation 
of limit cycles as solutions of differential equations is inevitably bound to dege-
nerate into a motion on a spiral (ingoing or outgoing depending on any current 
realization of computing) which produces qualitatively different result in a long 
run: instead of bounded cycling motion, it approaches either steady point or in-
finity. The inevitability of this behavior is rooted in the fact that the operation 
“IF” separates two logically different regions by a single point (line in some cas-
es) while the precision restrains the digits to “intervals” regardless of how small 
the precision is. Thus, around unstable (and/or neutrally stable) solutions the 
logical “error” accelerates by each and every step. 

2) Next in the line comes the probabilistic approach to algorithmic compu-
ting. It is grounded on artificial assignment of specific probabilities to local 
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events and their permanent updating under apriori set local dynamical rules for 
the interaction with the neighborhood and the environment. The goal is to find 
out whether a system self-organizes so that to exhibit a collective behavior which 
in turn can serve as a physical background for an information symbol, i.e. a let-
ter in an alphabet. Such self-organization has been established in a number of 
concrete cases but not as a generic property of a certain class of systems and/or 
dynamical rules. Yet, self-organization is expected to behave as a type of critical 
phenomena. The major flaw of this approach is that any such self-organization if 
exists, is extremely sensitive to even infinitesimal noise added to any steady en-
vironment. It is worth noting the difference between vulnerability to small 
changes in the environment (a setback) and the robustness to local failures (one 
of the advantages of the approach). The above vulnerability becomes a stumbling 
block of the entire approach because it rules out any general operational proto-
col which could govern transitions among different collective states. Indeed, 
even the very existence of any such protocol turns out inherently contradictive 
since the vulnerability to any changes in the environment renders the impossi-
bility to define the exact amount of matter/energy and information involved in 
the substantiation of that transition. Consequently, this renders lack of any me-
trics in the state space which constitutes the ill-definiteness of the characteristics 
of any transition between any collective states. Thus, the logical operations 
among different information symbols, represented through different collective 
states, are subject to indefinite quantal error which is further loaded by the 
physical inability to substantiate any “jump” between the information symbols. 

3) The mixed case of algorithmic intelligence encompasses these types of algo-
rithms which have both deterministic and probabilistic components. In most 
cases, the “link” between the deterministic and the probabilistic part is set by 
means of specific optimization. Since I already have discussed the origin of un-
restrained and/or ill-definiteness of the logical error for deterministic and prob-
abilistic cases separately, now I will consider only why the optimization is not 
the “remedy” for the problem. The optimization is an artificially set constraint 
that holds along the entire optimal trajectory. Generally, it is of 3 types: minimax 
optimization, Bellman type optimization and Pontryagine type one. The com-
mon setback of all three types of optimization is that their fulfillment along the 
entire trajectory is accompanied by specific local discontinuities of the optimal 
trajectory. These discontinuities are hazardous not only for the physical main-
tenance of the corresponding hardware but they produce a massive change in 
logical error. As an example, the discontinuity of the optimal solution in the 
Pontryagine type of optimization is a product of the collapse of the current ef-
fective “Hamiltonian” and its substitution with a new one on the next part of the 
trajectory where it again will collapse when the next discontinuity occurs. Thus, 
this is not the only problem of the value of the logical error but it turns into a 
problem of identity of a system since the “Hamiltonian” is supposed to hold the 
identity of an object in physics. 
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3. Boundedness of Logical and Quantal  
Error for Semantic Intelligence 

Since the mathematical and physical grounds of the semantic intelligence and its 
algorithmic counterpart are completely different, it is to be expected that they 
yield completely different outcomes. In the previous section, it has been demon-
strated that algorithmic computing is not able to preclude the accumulation of 
logical error although the quantal error is maintained very small. In a nutshell, 
the root of the problem lies in the contradiction between the logic of the algo-
rithms which operates as “dots” whilst the precision operates as “intervals”. 
Further, the optimal trajectory is generically a “choice” of a single line among a 
volume of all available ones. Thus, each and every operation “IF” acts as a com-
parison between values of different dimensions, which, as it is well known, is 
never well-defined. 

The goal of the present section is to demonstrate that the semantic intelligence 
permanently maintains bounded logical error at self-sustaining the quantal error 
bounded from below and above. The first clue lies in the fact that the general 
protocol providing spontaneous execution of semantic intelligence is organized 
so that the semantic computing to operate only with sets of equal dimensions. 

Let me start the consideration by reminding how semantic intelligence is or-
ganized. It starts with the fact, proven in [1] that any non-uniform ev-
er-changing environment, let alone being bounded, is decomposable to an effec-
tive specific steady component and an effective noise component, latter pre-
sented as a BIS. One of the major outcomes of this exclusive for the boundedness 
decomposition is one-to-one correspondence between the state space and the 
effective control parameter space. Thus the state space acquires metrics which in 
turn defines the characteristics of any motion in it. Further, the state space turns 
divided into basins-of-attractions so that a specific to each basin homeostatic 
pattern appears as an intra-basin invariant and thus the latter serves as an in-
formation symbol. Since stable in a long run, solution could be only bounded 
ones, each basin-of-attraction has non-zero volume. Alongside, the bounded 
precision renders the motion on each and every trajectory to be confined in an 
open tube such that any current trajectory (a line) never leaves that tube. Fur-
ther, the boundedness renders the state space to be bounded which in turn 
renders the motion in it to be orbital. Yet, it should be stressed that, due to the 
boundedness of rates, each and every available orbit passes only through adja-
cent basins-of-attraction thus keeping local deviations permanently minimal re-
gardless of whatever the logical operation is. 

The crucial step forward is the association of the notion of a semantic unit 
with the performance of a non-mechanical engine built on the corresponding 
orbit which generically passes through at least 4 different information symbols 
(basins-of-attraction). The greatest value of this association is that semantic 
meaning acquires novel connotation irreducible to a mere algorithmic sequence 
of information symbols. To remind, so far it is taken for granted that the execu-
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tion of any algorithm is subject to the general laws of arithmetic (e.g. associative 
law, dissociative law, etc.). This irreducibility is best pronounced by the exclusive 
property of semantic intelligence to get hold permutation sensitivity of the oper-
ation of any engine to the change of the direction of its execution; e.g. the fam-
ous Carnot engine operates in one direction as a pump and in the opposite as a 
refrigerator. Note that the execution of a sequence of logical operations in the 
opposite direction could yield an uncontrolled change in the logical meaning 
most probably producing a non-sense; thus the latter cannot be classified as 
“permutation sensitivity”. Thus, the arithmetic laws alone are unable to provide 
meaningful permutation sensitivity as a generic property. It is worth noting that 
the permutation sensitivity of the semantic intelligence is indispensably linked to 
the boundedness of logical and quantal errors of any non-mechanical engine. 
The boundedness of logical and quantal errors are self-sustained by means of the 
confinement of the corresponding trajectories within specific “tubes” set by the 
corresponding precision. 

The next step forward lies in the assumption that different semantic units are 
separated by punctuation marks, e.g. space bars. The punctuations marks are 
substantiated by means of special volumes tangent to all semantic units at any 
given hierarchy. Details of these considerations can be found in Chapter 4 of [1]. 

Thus, the motion on any semantic trajectory is confined to be exerted within a 
torus (“donut”) “wrapped” onto an orbit which passes through different ba-
sins-of-attraction; the width of the torus is set correspondingly by the current 
lower and upper level of quantal error. Thus, due to the boundedness of rates 
and amplitudes, the quantal error never exceeds its margins throughout the mo-
tion on any semantic trajectory. Later it is considered the role of Euclideanity of 
the functional metrics for self-sustaining the margins of quantal error intact in 
the long run. 

Outlining, all ingredients of semantic computing, namely basins-of-attractions, 
punctuation marks, and trajectory confinements are volumes of the same di-
mension. Further, the execution of the semantic intelligence as a sequence of or-
bits, each of which of bounded length, automatically keeps the logical error also 
bounded. 

A crucially important point is about spontaneous self-sustaining of bounded 
quantal error. The latter is provided by the general operational protocol for ex-
tra-matter/energy dissipation. Now we make use of the property of that protocol 
to provide robustness of the Eucledianity of the functional metrics in the sense 
that the latter provides the global robustness of the same abstract quantal rela-
tions for each and every spatio-temporal point (for example, that is, 2 + 2 = 4 
everywhere and/or on repetition). In turn, the robustness of the quantal relations 
maintains the robustness of the thresholds thus providing permanent robustness 
of the margins of boundedness of rates and amplitudes which eventually culmi-
nates in maintenance of bounded quantal error regardless to the details of the 
environmental impact and regardless to the details of the local specificity of the 
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physico-chemical processes which substantiate any piece of semantic intelli-
gence. It is worth reminding that these processes are in general non-linear and 
operate in a non-homogeneous way in any non-uniform ever-changing envi-
ronment let alone the latter is bounded [2]. 

Note that this view renders the notion of abstract arithmetic relations equally 
available for continuous objects such as space and time zones, and for discrete 
objects such as apples and matter. Thus, as mentioned in the Introduction, the 
maintenance of Euclideanity of metrics provides the notion of a unit for differ-
ent spatio-temporal phenomena well-defined. Alongside this, it renders the law 
of parallelogram for the summation of vector variables insensitive to the spa-
tio-temporal point where it is applied. An immediate consequence of that is the 
covariance (viewed as insensitivity to the choice of reference frame) of the spe-
cific laws of Nature represented through the corresponding functional relations. 
Note that otherwise, the quantal relations would turn local and specific to the 
current spatio-temporal point of application. Consequently, the notion of boun-
dedness would turn ill-defined since the notion of thresholds turns local so that 
they can vary from one spatio-temporal point to another and under repetition of 
any current event. As an immediate consequence, this would result in a lack of 
any form of covariance for any relation. 

Let us now focus our attention on highly non-trivial feedback between the 
boundedness of quantal errors and the boundedness of logical errors. Next, I 
present arguments that provide long-term stability of any concrete realization of 
the notion of semantic intelligence. Indeed, the permanent non-distorted boun-
dedness of rates and amplitudes precludes both logical and quantal errors from 
exceeding their margins on each and every orbit and render both of them to turn 
to zero on completing each and every cycle on each and every semantic trajecto-
ry. To remind, turning errors to zero on completing a cycle is an immediate 
consequence of the fact that since successive orbits are separated by accumula-
tion point (e.g. space bar), one can consider each and every cycle starting and 
ending at the corresponding accumulation point, that is to consider each orbit 
starting and ending at the same point. Thus, the feedback operates via 
self-sustaining of Euclideanity of the corresponding functional metrics which, in 
turn, provides the characteristics of the boundedness of rates and amplitudes 
non-distorted. In turn, the non-distorted boundedness of rates and amplitudes 
sustains boundedness of logical and quantal errors which in turn provides ro-
bustness of the characteristics of the boundedness of rates and amplitudes. Tak-
ing into account that boundedness of rates and amplitudes has been put forward 
as the most general condition for providing long-term stability of complex sys-
tems, the conclusion derived is that the same conditions turns enough to provide 
not only long-term stable operating of a complex system but permanent 
self-sustaining of the boundedness of logical and quantal error of the corres-
ponding realization of semantic intelligence as well. 

The highly non-trivial feedback between logical and quantal error is best pro-
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nounced through the decomposition theorem. Indeed, the latter proves additivi-
ty of the decomposition of the power spectrum of each and every BIS to a spe-
cific homeostatic pattern and a universal noise component. In turn, namely, the 
additivity provides a constant error for that decomposition in the long run. So, 
the additive decomposition confirms permanent boundedness of the logical er-
ror for the corresponding causal relations in an ever-changing environment, and 
in the long run and regardless of the concrete values of the quantal error. To re-
mind, the causal relations are encapsulated in the homeostatic pattern while the 
noise component has no information content. 

It is worth to point out the fundamental difference between the above-considered 
feedback between logical and quantal error for the semantic intelligence and the 
case of algorithmic intelligence. Next, it is considered why the artificial main-
tenance of low quantal error is not enough to provide boundedness of logical 
error for algorithmic intelligence. This conclusion becomes evident through the 
following considerations: any piece of algorithmic intelligence is executed as a 
“string” of specific successive local computations by means of local linear 
processes (compare to orbits for semantic intelligence). Namely, the locality of 
each and every computation along with the execution as a sequence of computa-
tions immediately provides a disconnection between the corresponding logical 
and quantal errors. Consecutively, the consideration at the beginning of the 
present section comparison between variables of different dimensions renders 
unrestrained accumulation of logical error even though the quantal error is kept 
very small. 

Let us now focus the attention on the role of optimization for semantic com-
puting. The problem with the identity stands differently: the long-term bearer of 
identity for semantic intelligence is the current homeostatic pattern whilst the 
Hamiltonians acquire rather local meaning in the sense that they define local 
properties of participating in any given chemical reaction and/or physical 
process atoms/molecules. It should be stressed on the fact that the optimization 
can be useful in the short run only and for the purpose only. However, it should 
not yield to deviations from the current semantic trajectory because thus it re-
turns in hazardous long-run events. 

It is obvious that permanent self-sustaining of the boundedness of the logical 
and the quantal error renders all different semantic trajectories to be of equal 
evolutionary value from the point of view of the concept of general intelligence. 

The evolutionary value of permanent and spontaneous maintenance of boun-
dedness of logical and quantal error on each and every semantic trajectory is to 
make available maintenance of the notion of a kind intact in the long run. It is 
worth noting that the notion of a kind is corroborated by means of the diversity 
of individual responses executed as motion on different semantic trajectories so 
that, provided by the bounded logical and quantal errors on each of them, to as-
sign the same evolutionary value to the motion on all the semantic trajectories 
sharing the same homeostatic pattern. 
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To compare, algorithmic computing is universal and reproducible if and only 
if the environment is kept permanently the same. In the ever-changing envi-
ronment, the logical and quantal errors at algorithmic computing turn 
ill-defined and unsaved from unlimited accumulation of error. Preventing the 
accumulation of logical and quantal errors by means of appropriate optimization 
is available also only for a steady environment. In an ever-changing environ-
ment, the effect of optimization turns only local because either the identity is vi-
olated and/or the optimization causes permanent discontinuity of the major flow 
function. 

4. Conclusions 

The obtained in the present paper result about permanent self-sustaining of 
bounded logical and quantal error for a newly introduced type of general intelli-
gence called by the author semantic intelligence prompts to outline the general 
strategy for the development of the notion of general intelligence, namely: the 
development is substantiated through a variety of yet to be discovered forms 
with radically different properties. The grounds for this suggestion lying in the 
verified in the present paper conclude that the semantic intelligence is exerted 
through a variety of individual responses, each substantiated by motion on a se-
mantic trajectory so that all individual responses, sharing the same homeostatic 
pattern, acquire the same evolutionary value in a long run. The latter comes in 
fundamental opposition to the algorithmic intelligence which is artificially 
created, maintained in a constant environment, and artificially comprehended, 
thus being subject to the survival of the fittest paradigm. Another conclusion 
drawn from the above comparison is that each evolutionary paradigm holds for 
its own subject and there is no cross-section for the subjects of different types of 
intelligence. 

The evolutionary value of permanent and spontaneous maintenance of boun-
dedness of logical and quantal error on each and every semantic trajectory is to 
make available spontaneous maintenance of the notion of a kind intact in the 
long run. It is worth noting that the notion of a kind is corroborated by means of 
the diversity of individual responses executed as motion on different semantic 
trajectories so that, provided by the bounded logical and quantal errors on each 
of them, to assign the same evolutionary value to the motion on all the semantic 
trajectories sharing the same homeostatic pattern. 

It should be stressed also on the difference in substantiation of these types of 
intelligence: whilst the algorithmic intelligence is fully governed by the human 
mind, the semantic intelligence is executed by means of spontaneously executed 
physico-chemical processes governed by general operational protocol which 
spontaneously and permanently maintains boundedness and whose major dis-
tinctive property is autonomous creation and comprehension of information. 

Yet, besides fundamental differences, there is a highly non-trivial synergy be-
tween semantic and algorithmic computing, which becomes most pronounced 
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in curved space-time. Thus, by means of self-sustaining Euclidean metrics [1] 
[2] the semantic computing provides boundedness of the quantal error for the 
corresponding semantic computation; on the other hand, the algorithmic com-
puting, where the “Eucledianity” of computation is artificially maintained 
through artificially designed and executed linear processes, “computes” the un-
derlying spatio-temporal structure. Outlining, the semantic intelligence “com-
putes” functionality while the algorithmic intelligence “computes” the underly-
ing spatio-temporal structure. The advantage of that interplay is crucial for the 
study and exploration of any unknown phenomena ranging from nano-devices 
to cosmological objects. 
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